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APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR CAPTURING, ANALYZING
AND VIEWING LIVE NETWORK INFORMATION

I. BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to a modular data collection and analysis

system, and in particular to apparatus and methods for live monitoring and analysis of packet

data in a network.

As more enterprises begin to use the World Wide Web for business purposes, they need

better information about the usage of their web sites or servers as well as about those accessing

their web sites to improve their presentation of information and to provide better services.

Unfortunately, conventional systems for monitoring and analyzing web traffic suffer some

severe limitations in the data that they analyze, the type of analysis they provide, and the

delays in getting the analysis.

For example, many systems for monitoring web traffic rely on log files kept in the

server imder examination. These log files, however, do not contain complete infomiation

because much of the important information has been stripped out before the log file is created,

and because much of the information that is stored involves transactions occurring after the log

was updated. Therefore, such systems, which sometimes use sophisticated statistical analysis,

operate on incomplete data.

When statistics packages use such data, the results are suspect because of data loss or

modification. For example, when a web server logs the time a report is sent to a client, the

server usually does not know whether the client actually received the report. If the client does

not receive the report, the web server cannot tell how much of the report the client received

before stopping the transaction.

Other conventional systems are application-specific and can only provide detailed

information about the usage of a particular application, such as a printer or some other

component. These systems are limited to that application, however, and usually provide

predetermined analyses.

Still other conventional systems merely monitor the physical characteristics of a

network, such as the Intemet. The data gathered by such systems, however, does not reflect
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the content of the messages, and provides information only relevant to solving certain

hardware and software problems.

Conventional systems suffer from two other limitations. One comes about because the
systems do not analyze "live" infomiation. Live information is information that is updated as
it is gathered, and persons managing resources on the web need current information to make
accurate adjustments. Waiting for reports or stale data renders much web management
insufficient and incomplete.

Some monitoring systems provide reports in "real-time," but such "real-time" reports
merely generate a static report dynamically when information is requested. The resuh is a
report that may have been accurate when the request was made, but not after the report is

received.

Finally, conventional systems that gather important data often provide that data in raw
and in unanalyzed form. Doing so does not enable users of the data to appreciate the nature of
the web traffic under examination.

For example, when reporting systems show every possible piece of gathered data, they
are unwieldy. Even systems that reduce 200 megabyte log files into halfmegabyte reports still

provide too much information for most users.

II. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The presem invention captures protocols for the packets traveling on a network, and
use those protocols to extract information from the data portions of the packets. The extracted
information provides a great deal of previously unavailable information about the network
traffic.

In addition, the packets are analyzed "on the wire," and not from the data in the server.

Thus, the full amount ofdata is available for analysis, not just what is placed into a log file.

Finally, by reviewing the data live and on the wire, the present invention permits live

reports that are as currem as possible and allow the network managers or managers of the web
service to make instantaneous adjustments based on that data.

Additional advantages of the invention will be set forth in part in the description which
follows, and in part will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice of the
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invention. The advantages of the invention will be realized and attained by means of the

elements and combinations particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

To achieve these advantages, a method of analyzing traffic on a network carrying

packets of information, each packet including a data portion and a header portion with the

header portion containing routing and packet identification information, comprises the steps,

executed by an analyzer system, of: examining the header portions of the packets to select

packets of desired types; determining protocols for the desired packets; extracting

information from the data portions of the packets according to the determined protocols; and

analyzing the extracted information.

A system according to this invention for analyzing traffic on a network carrying

packets of information, each packet including a data portion and a header portion with the

header portion containing routing and packet identification information, comprises means for

examining the header portions of the packets to select packets of desired types; means for

determining protocols for the desired packets; means for extracting information from the data

portions of the packets according to the determined protocols; and means for analyzing the

extracted information.

Both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description are

exemplary and explanatory only and are not intended to restrict the claimed invention.

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of this

specification, illustrate embodiments of the invention and, together with the description,

explain the principles of the invention.

III. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing the flow of a communication through the layers

of a network architecture;

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing the format of a communication which is

transferred over the commimications medium;

FIG. 3 is a system diagram showing various points in a network at which the apparatus

of the present system may be used;
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FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a preferred architecture in accn H
present invention;
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FIG. 1 shows the layers constituting a typical communications medium, as well as the

message flow through the layers. The layers shown in FIG. 1 are based on the OS! reference

model.

Each end of a pathway through a communication medium uses this seven-layer

protocol. The primary communication protocols are in the bottom three layers - the network

layer, data link layer, and the physical layer. These layers transmit packets, frames and bits,

respectively.

A transmitter develops a message starting at the highest layer, the application layer, and

the system builds the rest of the message down through to the physical layer by adding

information needed at the different layers. The physical layer involves the transmission of bits.

A receiver receives the bits of the message at the physical layer, and each layer strips

off the portions of the communication needed by that layer until the application layer is

reached.

When a user has data to transfer over the OSI architecture, he sends the data to the

application layer, which places an application layer header on the data. The header and data

are passed as a unit of information to the presentation layer. The presentation layer adds a

presentation header to the information from the application layer.

This process of adding headers to the information from the previous layer continues

through each layer. Each layer is indifferent to the content and format of the information it

receives from the previous layer.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the message after all headers are added in the OSI

architecture shown in FIG. 1 . Each of the layers, starting with the addition of the application,

appends its header to the message received from the previous layer. Thus, as FIG. 2 shows,

the headers appear from right to left by APP (application layer), PRE (presentation layer), SES

(session layer), TRA (transport layer), NET (network layer), DLK (data link layer), and PHY

(physiceil layer). The receiver of the communication strips off the headers in the reverse order

as the communication is passed up through each layer.

The Internet uses a variation of the OSI model described above, and is characterized

primarily by two protocols - the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the Internet
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Protocol (IP). These t^vo protocols are collectively known as "TCP/IP," or sometimes the
"TCP/IP Internet Protocol Suite." This st«te of protocols implements a packet-switching
network.

The TCP/IP model resembles the OSI reference model in including an application
layer, transport layer, and network layer (called the "internet layer").

The TCP/IP model combines the OSI data link and physical layers into a single "host-
to-network" layer, but does not have the presentation and session layers. TT^erefore the
TCP/IP model only contains the following four layers: application, transport, internet, and
host-to-network.

Examples of protocols for the Internet application layer include SMTP (electronic
mail), FTP (File Transfer), DNS (Domain Name Service), TELNET (Virtual Tem^inal) NNTP
(news articles), and HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol). Examples oftransport layer
protocols are TCP and UDP (User Datagram Protocol). IP is the primao' protocol for the
mtemet layer. The host-to-network layer may be implemented using packet radio, LAN
SATNET, or ARPANET.

The World Wide Web (WWW) is the "graphics" portion of the Inten^et. The feature
that makes theWWW so useful for graphics is its implementation ofHTTP. The HTTP
handles browser requests to servers, and the server's responses to those requests.

A wealth of infomiation is available from the various levels of the protocol. For
example, such information may include the operating system, browser, version of the browser
version of the operating system, and area service provider the customer is using, as well as thJ
time ofday. geographical location, and which page visited by the customer before visiting the
current page.

The present invention may be used to analyze protocol at several layers of the network
architecture and carry out such analysis live. By being live on the wire, the system views all

protocol levels of a message and c discern relationships among the protocol levels as
messages are collected and analyzed.

The present invention uses header fields in two ways: to detennine which packets are
of mterest and to develop network traffic infomiation to be presented to the user. For the first
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use, the analyzer system determines from its configuration which packets are of interest for the

analysis it will be performing. The system then examines the headers to find those packets.

For the second use, the analyzer system uses information from the header fields to

determine how to process the remaining header fields and data portions. This allows the user

to specify and view information from virtually any header and data elements, or correlations of

such information.

The user may either create custom reports or select predefined reports which specify

how packet header and data information is to be extracted and analyzed. The analysis may

include combining, or correlating, information into the visual presentation of the report. For

example, a user may specify and view correlations of header portions with data portions, or

header portions with other header portions.

Analysis also involves abstracting packet-level information into a form of visual

presentation more easily understood by a user. For example, certain packet-level information

may represent a source ofthe remaining information in the packet. The system according to

this invention can present such information either by a text name of the source or a graphical

representation of the source.

The system also correlates packet header and data information with other information.

The other information can be historical data created and stored locally by the analyzer system,

or the other information can be received from external entities, such as third parties and other

analyzers. External information may also be either live or historical (e.g., log data). Thus,

analyzers according to this invention can present live information contemporaneously with

local historical information or external information from third parties or other analyzers.

Extemal information may also define how to extract and present information to the

user. For example, extemal information may define which fields are of interest, or how certain

fields should be processed and presented to the user. Also, the reports created or specified by

the user may require that extemal information be used to determine how to extract packet

headers and analyze data information.
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A. Location of Analyzer

o„ «,e „e.w„* 3,. . 32.™„ ^^^^
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„^„.,,„^..

^22
has wo„ ..erface. U.o„,h which al, „„, pa.. 0„e i„.e.acelelT

^«s3,„v,a„e,wor.3Ma„dco™n.ica.,o..ediu„3,S...^^^^^
merface .0 accouo, for a., .^fic fro. use. 3,0, and .he„ use sys,=. 322 ,0 Lc. or Idpackets passing throuch that inierfi.,-, r. ^

o restrict ormodify
F On= ""vantage ofthis placement is that the networkservers do not tncur any additional expense for accounting or tnonttoring
In the -on-wire" scenario, analysis system 330 runs on a host on the same physicalnetwork 324 as the server 326 being monitored Thl. ,1. „ •

Without interreHng with server 326

'

ofthe server 326 betng momtoted. TTtisp,™ accounts for al, the packets and can beused to restne, or modift, the packets as they pass in and out ofsetver 326. ,n additionnu»mg the ntonitodng software on the same host reduces overall hardware cosu.

'

B. Structure

FIO. 4 is a block dUgram of the principal components of a prefened embodiment of ahv. momt^tng and analysis system t^rding to the invention. A user on the -Client Sid^ofUte systet^^nteracts With the -Server Side" to create tepo,., select ptedeftned r^^
™^

both. T.e server Side uses these teports to direct other elements ofthe system" devel^»d present hve .nform«i„n about the network and to present historical information.
1

. Server Side

TheServerSideof.hesystemcom,ectstocommunicationsmedium4l2(eg
the

Internet), and includes Network Interface 4 10. Packet Handler4,4. Live Analyzer 41,,

9811702A1
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Historical Analyzer 426, Report Processor 430, Communication Path 428, and Site Surveyor

442. Communication Path 428 carries communications between Report Processor 430,

Historical Analyzer 426, and Live Analyzer 41 8. In a pure software implementation of the

invention. Path 428 represents the mechanisms by which the elements communicate with one

another. In a hardware embodiment of the invention the path could be a bus.

Third Parties 422 include a variety of entities that exchange information with the server

side. Third Parties could include information providers, databases, application programs, and

other monitoring and analysis systems that collect information at another location on a

network. Monitoring and analysis systems may send reports to each other to allow users at

remote sites to view reports from another site. Monitoring and analysis systems may also send

raw or processed data to each other, and integrate the received data with the local raw or

processed data for presentation to the user in a report. Transfers of reports, raw data and

processed data between monitoring and analysis systems may occur contemporaneously with

ongoing packet collection and analysis, or may be staged over time.

Third Parties may also connect only to Historical Analyzer 426. This architecture may

be considered more secure because all Third Party communications must then take place via a

single path, the Historical Analyzer 426.

a. Network Interface 410

Network Interface 410 connects to Communications Medium 412 and collects

information flowing on the medium. Network Interface 410 may be any appropriate hardware

for interfacing with the network being monitored. An example of a network interface is a

modem.

b. Packet Handler

FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the basic elements of a preferred embodiment of

Packet Handler 414. In the preferred embodiment, Packet Handler 414 contains Packet

Grabber 514, Packet Engine 526, and State Table 522. Packet Grabber 514 connects to

Network Interface 41 0 and Host Network Code 5 1 8. Packet Engine 526 connects to Live

Analyzer 418.

9811702A1 I >
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Packet Handler 414 is programmed to pull packets offthe network and review header
mfomiafon in accordance with the protocol. The header information is used to detem^me
whether a packet is of a particular type. Once it has been determined that the particular packet
is of a certam type (e.g., a web packet), the packet is analyzed further.

(1) Packet Grabber

Packet Grabber 514 is preferably a low-level software module that communicates with
the Network Interface 410 and the lowest level of Host Network Code 51 8 In most cases
Packet Grabber 514 places the Network Interface 410 in a "promiscuous" mode to accept Ivery
packet on the network, instead ofa "selective" mode in which Packet Grabber 514 accepts only
packets destined for the host machine. Packet Grabber 514 makes a copy of each packet
accepted and passes the copy to Packet Engine 526. Grabber 514 sends the original packet to
Host Network Code 5 1 8 for normal processing.

Packet Grabber 514 preferably resides at a low level in the machine operating system
It IS therefore written specifically for a specific operating system and Network Interface 410
This requires new Packet Grabbers to be created for each operating system and network
mterface supported. Packet Grabber 5 14 could also be implemented using an operating system
and network layer to allow Packet Grabber 5 1 4 to be used with other operating systems and
networks. Alternatively, Packet Grabber 514 could be implemented as a streams module.

(2) Packet Engine

Packet Engine 526 in the prefen^ embodiment is implemented as a system-
independem virtual machine (VM) that executes programs for handling packets The tem,
"virtual machine" refers to a fictitious computer system for executing programs. The machine
IS "virtual" because it does not correspond to physical hardware; it only exists as a
manifestation of software. Thus, a program that runs on one instance of the Packet Engine can
run on any other without regard for the physical machine where it is being nm. The concept of
a "virtual" machine is commonly understood in the computing arts.

Packet Engine 526 inspects, modifies and transmits packets. Packet processing
programs running on Packet Engine 526 instruct the Engine 526 to collect certain packets do a
preliminary analysis of them, and summarize them as "transactions." Transactions are a
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sequence of packet transmissions with common characteristics. Packet Engine 526 may also

accept other kinds of digital data, such as radio frequency data observed by an antenna, or

sound data captured by a microphone.

Preferably, the VM emulates a machine with virtual 64-bil registers for math and

relational operations. Because the concept of byte-alignment does not exist in the VM, it can

perform operations on any of the bits in a bit stream without explicit shifting operations.

FIG. 6 shows the general flow of processing for Packet Handler 414. Packet Grabber

5 1 4 grabs raw packets (step 610) and feeds them to Packet Engine 526. The packet processing

programs of the Packet Engine 526 determine the type of the packet by analyzing each field of

the packet according to the particular protocol implementation. Packet Engine 526 may then

note the packet in State Table 522 (step 614), but this step is not required if Packet Engine 526

determines no need for such an entry.

Next, Packet Engine 526 determines whether the raw packet is of interest (step 618).

Packets are of interest if they contain fields having information content of interest. Packets

received by Packet Engine 526 not deemed interesting are not analyzed any further, and Packet

Grabber 5 1 4 retrieves the next packet (step 610). If the packet is of interest. Packet Grabber

514 adds it to the summary (step 638), and determines whether the summary is complete (step

642).

A completed transaction may be defined in a variety of ways, depending on the type of

analysis undertaken. If the packet is not of interest. Packet Grabber 514 retrieves another

packet (step 610). If several packets have been grouped into the summary as a complete

"transaction," the completed transaction is forwarded to Live Analyzer 41 8 (step 646).

In the preferred implementation, the resulting summary looks like a single line with all

the summary information in it. For HTTP (web traffic), the summary is roughly equivalent to

the summary line that a web server writes to a web server log file. The summary that Packet

Engine 526 sends to Live Analyzer 418, however, has much more information than a web

server alone can collect because of the level at which the information is received fi-om the

transmission medium.

9811702A1 I >
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J^'
P-''"P---eP'oen™ex«u.=d by Pacfc« Engine 526 may al.„i„sm,c,

program may ,ns.™c. .he Packe. Engine .„ .end .he paeke, .„ anoU,er machine or drop *epacket (i.e., do not send it anywhere).

Because p^cessing speed is an issue, U,e p«fe^ embodimen, has Packe. Engine 526
™^nsm.e,ow..ieve.soru.ope..i„gsys.emor,e.eWheneverp^^^^
P^cessmg overhead. „ U,ese cases, a certain amoun, ofsys.=m-dependen. code, called
wrapper code, is provided as an in.e,face i„.o U,e Icemel. New wrapper code mus, be crea^d
tor each operating system to be supported.

For debugging purposes, fte Packe, Engine may run outside .he kernel. Degraded
performance, however, would recommend agains. placemen, omside .he kernel for busy
networks. ^

(3) State Table

S..e Table 522 is used for .racking .ransacions on .he ne,work. A single ..ansacUonmay co„s.s, ofa number of lower-level neKvork "^nsmissions." BoU, completed and
uncompleted transactions can be Uacked. For example, a transaction, such as a re,ues. and« for a single web page with no embedded images, typically consis.s of eight network—stons. ,fthe web server requests that dre web browser use a feantre called a "cookie "

U,e total number ofpackets is about sixteen in a best-case scenario. Other network factors

'

such as network ftagmentation and rerrat^mission and server impiemen.«on (iden. reque:.,
Will increase this number.

T K,
'""""'-^ --"<^- State

Table 522 .o keep track of«„sacti„ns have not completed. Sute Table 522 is preferably
.n.plem«,«d as a simple hash table, and each tr^tion in the table Has a relatively sbor. lifusually only a few seconds.

'

Transactions compile eiflter successflrlly or unsuccessfully, such as when an error
cond,t.o„ causes the client to s.op the uansaction prematurely. A transaction may never
complex, however, due .o ncwork problems. Tlti, happens most often when a ne^vork orhos. becomes unavailable for an extended period of time, for example if a temUnal disconnects

98n702Al ( >
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from the network during a transaction. In such cases, the transaction termination is neither

successful nor unsuccessful, and Packet Engine 526 keeps the uncompleted transaction in State

Table 522 as long there is room. In the present embodiment, if State Table 522 grows beyond

its capacity, it flushes the uncompleted transaction and sends a report to Live Analyzer 418.

State Table 522 also allows accurate collection of timing information. There are three

primary times which are tracked: when a request came in, when a response was sent from the

server, and when the client acknowledged completion of the page. TTiese times allow the

system to determine when the client does not receive the full page. For example, the system

could determine that a user asked for a page, did not receive it after a certain period of time,

and then hit the "stop" button. The system may also determine how much of the page was

doumloaded before the stop button was hit.

c. Live Analyzer

Live Analyzer 418, which may be written in ANSI C, acts as the real-time, live

commxmications center of the system. It interacts with Packet Handler 414, Third Parties 422,

Historical Analyzer 426, and Visualization Modules 438.

Live Analyzer 41 8 may be implemented as a table-driven daemon that accepts

transaction summary information from Packet Handler 414, processes the information, and

forwards the processed information to destinations that previously indicated an interest in

receiving information by registering with Live Analyzer 4 1 8 when they start up. For instance,

a Java® applet may, using a common protocol, contact Live Analyzer 41 8 and indicate that it

is interested in receiving a live feed of sjjecific web-related statistics.

Information providers, information collectors and other analysis systems also use Live

Analyzer 418. Information providers connect to the monitoring and analysis system via the

network, describe their capabilities, and start sending data. Information collectors, such as

Java applets, connect and register interest in particular items. By making the protocol

specification for this process available to the public. Third Parties 422 can build their ovm Java

applets or daemons that process the data as Live Analyzer 4 1 8 generates it. Alternatively, the

protocol specification may be kept proprietary and selectively released to third parties.

on Tn,r?fl
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Live An^y^rA,, also inte^., vi.„a,iz.«o„ Module. 438. described bciow .„provde l.ve feed inf„™.i„„ ,„^^, visualization Moduies «8 f™e.io„ as a eoileci^nof rece,ve. appUca,io„s U., p^„. „p<,^ , _ ^O-er ..pes of revive, app,ica,o„s
.nc,„d.ng d,.,d pa^ app,ica.io„s and oU,er analyzers. n,ay also receive report J„ „en,on,.™g and analysis sys.e„. In U,is way. ,he user and oU,er envies are constantly bein,
updatedwithmfoniiationfromLiveAnalyzer4l8.

FIG 7 is a flow chan showing son,e of,he processing perfonned by Live Analyzer
418. F.rsuL.veAnalyzer4l8 accepts infom,aUon (Step 7,0). Because Live Analyzer 41

8

gets ajull feed, from PacKe. Engine S2. ,a complete summar. ofcacb tnutsaCon), i. needs
. br^ each suntntary into ntanageable components and analyze them before sealing them to^ch of the components (e.g., applications, applets) that have expressed interest (step 7>4,L,ve Analyzer 41

8 preferably customizes the data stream for forwardmg ,„ each mtetested'
par^y (step 726) to minimize the amount of data needed to be transmitted to each interested
application.

Data may be batched before being sent to the component (steps 718, 722). This (toher
.e uces the amount of trafftc needed for monitoring. T*is batched stream ofinformation is
referred to as "burst live."

Preferably, each of the batched elements (data points) has a timestamp to indicate wheneach taction even, was genera,^. This allows the receiving pany ^
It chooses.

Live Analyzer 4 1
8 can send the batched summaries to short-term storage (see next

-tion) for transfer into long-temt stot^ge at some lat« time. Visualization Modules 438 Java
applets, other monitoring and analysis systems, and other third panics 422.

d. Historical Analyzer 426

™ «*''-*'«'n,ponents„f,he preferred embodiment ofHistorieal Analyzer 426The bas,c components of Historical Analyzer 426 are the Short-Tenn Storage 810, UpdateMod„,e g,4. Data Integrator 822, and Relational Database Management System (RDBMS)
Htstoncal Analyzer is alsc connected to communicate with Third Parties 422 There are

'=*311702A1 I >
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two types of data storage in the system: Short Term Storage 8 1 0 from Live Analyzer 418, and

long-term storage, such as RX)BMS 826, used for historical analysis.

(1) Short-term Storage

Although the format of Short-Term Storage 8 1 0 may take a variety of forms depending

upon the particular implementation, the preferred embodiment generates an ASCII file with a

well-defined set of fields. Preferably, Live Analyzer 41 8 maintains Short-Term Storage 810,

which buffers extracted data for a long enough period of time to allow transfer to the proper

destination.

(2) RDBMS

Long-term storage may be implemented using a commercially available Relational

Database Management System (RDBMS) 826. Tables in RDBMS 826 are generated from

user-specified information. Information may in turn be presented to the user in predefined or

user-defined reports.

One feature of the preferred embodiment of this invention is that RDBMS 826 only

stores what is needed. For example, a user may define two reports. One contains the number

ofHTTP page requests per day, plus a trend graph of the number of sessions seen per day

rendered as a GIF image. The other is a scatterplot of the size of HTTP responses versus the

amount of time used to send each response. If these were the only reports defined on the

system, only four data elements would be needed: time ofHTTP request; start time of HTTP

session; size ofHTTP response; and time ofHTTP client confirmation. This information is

derived from fields of the protocol discussed above. RDBMS 826 would therefore only need a

table with four elements. This "store what is needed" philosophy results in much smaller

databases.

Tables for RDBMS 826 are generated according to the total number of individual data

elements existing across all reports. A support program, run whenever a report is added,

changed, or deleted, generates the database to produce databases of the proper size.

The preferred embodiment of the present invention uses a relational database, such as

the Informix RDBMS. Other types of information storage and retrieval could be used without

dep£uting from the spirit and scope of the invention. Preferably, the information storage and
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retrieval system should conveniently store, and r.aieve information in a manner consistent

with the user's needs. Such a system may include other types of database technology or
various forms of artificial intelligence, query processing, and other database storage and
retrieval schemes.

FIG. 9 (a) is a diagram of a log file listing an example of the type of data stored, and
FIGS. 9 (b) and 9 (c) arc examples ofthe data in FIG 9 (a) stored in a relational database. The
log file listing of FIG. 9(a) is created by Live Analyzer 4 1 8, and is made up of application-

specific and network-specific infoimation. The particular format of the log file record may be
changed depending upon system design. For example, the format may be dependent upon the

particular packet processor involved. The log file is passed upstream to Update Module 814
(via Short-Term Storage 810), which converts the log file to a particular format required by the

RDBMS 826.

The RDBMS format, as exemplified by FIGS. 9(a) and 9(b), is optimized for querying
and reporting. Information fi-om log files, and possibly third parties, is stored in terms of
relationships among the elements of log files. The format may reflect relationships of
information within log files, among log files, or over time. For example, a "hit," which is a
single request from a user to a server in which the server sees the initiation of the request, may
be stored in the database in a manner which establishes the relationship of the hit to other

elements. In summary, RDBMS is the relational manifestation of the log files. Data Integrator

822 may also take information fi-om Third Parties 422 and form records linked to other

information in RDBMS 826.

(3) Update Module

Update Module 814 transfers information to RDBMS 826. In the preferred

embodiment. Live Analyzer 41 8 does not feed RDBMS 826 directly. Instead, having Update
Module 814 stage and filter data allows the preferred embodiment to use a slower RDBMS
826. This is advantageous because updates to RDBMS 826 usually occur much more
infi-equently than inputs fi-om Live Analyzer 41 8.
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FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing operation of Update Module 814 of Historical

Analyzer 426, which may be written in ANSI C. Update Module 814 is started periodically

(step 1010). Under UNIX, for example, it is started by the cron daemon.

Update Module 814 takes a file from Short-Term Storage 810 and reduces it to the data

required by RDBMS 826 (step 1014), and updates RDBMS 826 (step 1018). Module 814 then

returns to a waiting state.

(4) Data Integrator

Data Integrator 822 connects to Third Parties 422, Update Module 814, and RDBMS

826. Data Integrator 822 provides an external interface into RDBMS 826 to insert data into

Historical Analyzer 426, and acts as a front end to hide details of the underlying database

implementation.

In a preferred embodiment. Data Integrator 822 acts as a network daemon that takes

information from Third Parties 422 (as well as Update Module 814), reformats the data if

necessary, and inserts the new information into RDBMS 826. Integrator 822 thus permits new

information to be combined with data previously collected or received from outside sources.

Data Integrator 822 also reads files written in formats commonly used by other web

servers, such as files written in Common Log Format (CLF). This allows historical data

developed by other systems to be integrated into the present invention.

For example, the present system may use information previously given to the web site.

Accessing the web site may have required registering, which required providing user-specific

information which is kept in a local data base on another web server. The other web server

may have a list of their users and know the users, but not the web-usage habits of those users.

The present invention system, on the other hand, knows the habits of users, but not any of the

demographics. Data Integrator 822 can combine such information to permit analysis for a

request. For example, a request may ask for all males under 35 that make over $30,000 a year

who visit pages about surfboards.

As another example, a user may come to the site from a third-party site, which the

present invention can track. This allows analysis of activities across web sites.
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Data Integrator 822 may be written in ANSI C and may use a protocol provided to third

parties. This allows third parties to write applications that add information for use by the

analysis system in accordance disclosed herein.

e. Report Processor

FIG. 1 1 shows details of Report Processor 430 of FIG. 4. Report Processor 430 is the

entry point for users interacting with and receiving information from the system. Report

Processor 430 includes Report Generator 1 110 and HTTP Daemon 1114, and is preferably

implemented as a web server. The user interacts with Report Processor 430 using Web
Browsers 1118. Report Generator 1110 communicates with Historical Analyzer 426 to

retrieve information from RDBMS 826, and provides reports to users in the form ofHTML
documents, shown as Visualization Modules 438 in FIG. 4, having embedded text, graphics,

and Java applets if appropriate. Report Processor 430 issues SQL requests to RDBMS 826 in

accordance with the reports requested by the user.

Preferably, clients {i.e., users) connect to Report Processor 430 with a standard Java-

enabled web browser. If they have the correct permissions, the clients are presented with a list

of reports they may view. This list is generated dynamically based on access controls set up

by the webmaster.

(I) HTTP Daemon

The preferred embodiment of this invention contains an off-the-shelf HTTP Daemon

1 1 14, but does not make any implementation-specific demands of it. Therefore, any desired

HTTP daemon should be compatible with the remaining elements of the present invention as

long as that daemon supports the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) and basic HTTP
authentication, HTTP Daemon 1 114 is not intended to operate as a main web server, only to

provide a server-based interface for the analysis. HTTP Daemon 1114 does not have

knowledge of the database being used nor its structures.

FIG. 12 shows the overall processing performed by HTTP Daemon 1 1 14 and Report

Generator 1 1 10 in the preferred embodiment. When HTTP Daemon 1114 needs to send a

report to a client (step 1210), it calls Report Generator 1 1 10 to format and return a report (step

1214). This call is preferably made via the CGI, which is part of the daemon. If the requested
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infonnation has already been cached in Report Generator 1110 (step 1218), the information is

taken from the cache and incorporated into the page by Report Generator 1110 (step 1226).

(2) Report Generator

If, however, the information is not already cached, Report Generator 1110, which may

be implemented as a mix ofANSI C and Perl, logs into RDBMS 826, and gets meta-

information (the report template) for the report (step 1220). The meta-information is created ii

RDBMS 826 in accordance with the information requested by the user during the report

generation process, and a report is a dynamically-generated HTML page, with embedded text,

images, and Java applets.

Report Generator 1110 then issues the appropriate SQL (Structured Query Language)

retrieves the query results (step 1224), and incorporates the information into the page (step

1226). The HTML page is then generated (step 1230) and returned to the client (step 1236).

Building a report is computationally expensive. Therefore, Report Generator 1110

keeps the generated reports available for some period of time in case those reports are

requested again. Report Generator 1110 also keeps a record of the fact that the report was

requested. In this case, reports are pre-built at defined time intervals, so when clients request

the report, it is fresh.

FIGS. 13 (a) - (c) show three examples of reports that Report Generator 1 1 10 can

produce. FIG. 13(a) shows a bar chart presenting a live analysis of the top ten websites that

users visited before visiting the website under analysis. At the top of the bar chart is a

navigation bar which may be used to select alternate reports from this page. In the example

shown, the bars may fluctuate depending upon the nature of the live data.

FIG. 13(b) shows a graph of the nimiber of hits and the number of "Resets" over time.

A user will often hit a "Reset" when a website is taking too long to respond. FIG. 13 (c)

shows a similar graph, but includes the number of "KeepAlives," which are indications that the

user wishes to keep a communication link established for network efficiency reasons.

g. Site Surveyor
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A user invokes a site survey via Request 436 to examine and assess the entities which

make up the web site. In response to the user invocation. Report Processor 430 directs Site

Surveyor 442 to survey the web site. Site Surveyor 442 then presents an overview to the user.

Site Surveyor is extremely helpful because composing Areas is often an arduous task.

"Areas" is an important concept that will aid in appreciating the advantages of this invention.

Users generally think of data in higher level terms, rather than host/domain name or URL, and

the present invention allows a user to view data at a variety of levels of abstraction. For

example, the present invention has defined two abstractions, as mentioned above, that provide

higher-level semantics over the basic information: Groups and Areas.

A Group is a collection of users generally based on IP addresses. For instance, a

"Sales" Group could indicate all the hosts in the sales organization. Similar Groups could be

set up for Engineering, Marketing, and so on. Groups can consist of other groups, so the Sales

Group can consist of the Groups: Milwaukee, Tampa, Baltimore, Aspen. A high-level request

could be made to compare results from visitors to a website from the United States versus

those from Japan or Germany. Alternatively, the comparison could analyze visitors to a

website from Engineering or an analysis could break dovm by group the visitors to a website

according to those Engineering, sales, personnel, etc. A user could then select one group, such

as the sales sites. So sales sites would be clicked on, and the system provides a breakdown by

sites.

An Area, on the other hand, is a collection ofweb pages. Typical areas may exist for

Support, Press Releases, Product Information, and What's New.

Other abstractions may be defined depending on the nature of the monitoring and

analysis being imdertaken. These abstractions all map to, and can be derived fi^om,

information found in the network protocols discussed above.

FIG. 14 shows the general operations performed by Site Surveyor 442. It first walks

the entire web site (step 1410), and analyzes the pages, the links between them, and their

hierarchical structure (step 1414). Site Surveyor 442 then provides suggested Areas to the

HTTP Daemon 1 114 (step 1418).
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The user can modify the suggested Areas using a Group and Area maintenance facility

(step 1422). A web-based forms interface is used by the present invention for maintaining

Groups and Areas, where they can be created, modified and deleted.

2. Client Side

The "Client Side" provides users with report creation and presentation. The user can

create custom reports which are used by the system to present certain information to the user,

or the user can use predefined reports. The Client Side also presents reports to the user.

Preferably, the Client Side is implemented using a web browser, as indicated generally

by the broken line box. Using a web browser leverages the system design by using the

extensive user interface functionality already developed for World Wide Web.

Returning to FIG. 4, the Client Side preferably includes Request 436, Report Designer

434, and one or more Visualization Modules 438. Each of these are preferably software

modules which represent different capabilities performed by the present invention for the user.

a. Request

Request 436 represents any user request for service performed by Report Processor

430. This may include specific queries for data collection and analyses, site surveying, report

design, or report generation.

b. Report Designer

Report Designer 434 is used to design the HTML pages of the reports. Report

Designer 434 is preferably a Java applet that runs within the user's web browser and offers all

the data elements defmed by protocol modules defined for transferring data in the present

system, as well as all the Visualization Modules that have been loaded into the system.

Report Designer 434 allows a user to design, in an interactive manner, how data and

information will be displayed. Preferably, Report Designer 434 provides the user with

templates and menus to design the reports. For example. Report Designer 434 allows a user to

match data elements and Visualization Modules in an object-oriented fashion via a drag and

drop interface.

Users select the information and visualization technique, place the resulting object on

the page, and manipulate characteristics of the object, such as placement, size, text attributes.
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a.d oU,e,s. Upon finishing ftc page iayou, U,e user gives ,he pages a „an,e and s.o.es U,e
nfonnation needed to dynamically gene«e Ac page (now called a Report) on U,e
corresponding server.

ras report can be accessed like any other report, and use,, witf, appropdate
perm.ss.ons can view or update the report. The dynamic generation of the teport is done by
Report Generator 1110, described above.

The present invention „,ay also use predefined reports, gtaphs. charts, tables, and other
gn>ph,cs ...ored for specific audiences, such as a media buyer or web master or M,S Director
These can be tailored and modified by moving elements around on the screen.

c. Visualization Modules 438

One of the umque fean.res ofthe ptesen, invention is the ability to view infonnation in
h.gh-level terms without all the low-level details that conventional staUstics programs provide
There are t,mes. however, when a user would like to see more details behind the high-level
-m.an, being viewed. The ptefened embodimem of this invention accomplishes this byhnkmg one level of reports to one or more other levels. For example, on a plot ofaborted page
requests, a user may wish to find out more details about a particular abort. TT.e user can then
chck on the plotted abort, and the system will presem additional details about the selected
transactton. TTis new report can support further explotation by providing hyperlinlcs and
clickable areas.

In dus way. Visualization Modules 438 use the familiar model of the World Wide Web
to let users explore the data in a visual, interactive fashion. By using, a. least in part Ute
P.eex.stingsti^ available from the World Wide Web. the presem invention leverages the
use Of existing technology. A custom,^ user interface could also be developed which is not
constrained to tiie design of World Wide Web equipment.
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C. System Considerations

1 . Controlling Access

Because the present invention is a Web-based system, anyone with a web browser may

connect to HTTP Daemon 1114 and obtain reports. Also, using predefined protocols for

applets, third-party applications and other systems similar to the present invention may obtain

a live or burst live feed and request information.

Site administrators often need to restrict these kinds of accesses. They must designate

who can access the system and what can be done with such access. Administrators accomplish

these tasks in the preferred implementation through a web-based forms interface that allows

them to add, modify and delete users and applications from lists of users and applications able

to access the system. The applications have identifying characteristics, such as a log-in name

and password, and the system manages restrictions placed on their access, such as the host

from which the application can connect from, and the days or times of day they can connect.

2. User Access

Once in the system, users of the present invention are given permissions to do specific

tasks based on how the administrator has set up the user profile. At the basic level, users may

be able to view a few previously-defined reports, have access to all defined reports, or have

access to the Report Designer 434 to create their own reports. Created repons can be

designated as public or private.

In addition to viewing and creating or modifying reports, users may be granted

additional access privileges to view or manipulate other areas of the system. For example,

access privileges may be set up for Users, Applications, Groups and Areas, Modules and,

System Diagnostics.

3. Application Access

Applications can use the predefined protocols for getting live (or burst-live) data from

the Live Analyzer 418 and for inserting new data into RDBMS 826. The preferred protocols

require an application log-in name and password, which the administrator sets up as though the

application were another user. Similar to users, applications have restrictions such as where

9B11702A1_ I >
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they can connect from, what days and times they can comiect, and what information they can
request or send.

4. Viewing Activity

Site administrators want to see what kinds of activities have occurred on the system.
For example, the site administrator may want to know who connected, and what they did when
they connected. The preferred embodiment monitors user activities, logs the monitored
activities, and allows the administrator to view the activity on the machine.

5. Module Maintenance

Because the preferred embodiment is implemented in modules, it can also be extended
through new "modules" that can be added to the system after installation. These modules can,

for example, add new collection techniques (called collection modules) and new visualization

elements (visualization modules). A preferred embodiment of the system requires providers to
meet predefined specifications for adding modules to the system.

Users can add new modules to the system by the Web file upload facility, as well as

through the file system on the monitoring host. The preferred embodiment of the present

invention contains a web forms-based user interface for managing the installed modules.

6. System Diagnostics

The preferred embodiment of the present invention has a web-based interface for

viewing the hardware, operating system, network connections, software revisions, and other
pieces of data. This interface lets the administrator know how the monitoring system is

behaving, and can relay the information to service personnel if necessary.

7. Samples Of Web-Related Data

There are a number of algorithms to transform the raw "on-the-wire" data into higher-
level information. Some few examples of transforms include: 1 ) converting "hits" to

"sessions"; 2) determining a user's Internet connection speed; 3) detemiining the total time it

takes to load a "complete" page (where "complete" means HTML + images + applets, etc.);

and 4) determining how often users hit their browser Stop button, and at what point in the page
(time elapsed, % transferred).
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One advantage of the present invention is that, unlike systems that use what are

essentially statistics packages, collected data is highly accurate. A second advantage is that the

analysis provided by the present system is targeted and useful, not merely tables and raw

numbers. Finally, the system is open and extensible, thus allowing the basic architecture to

grow and change as the software is improved upon, or as different user needs arise.

8. On-the-wire data collection

The present invention achieves these advantages through several features. One is that

the invention requires data to be collected on the transmission medium. To collect data on the

transmission medium, the embodiments of the invention first capture the protocol by stripping

down each layer of the protocol and using the protocol to analyze the contents and tlie

transmission.

Also, the present invention lives on the wire, so it sees these transactions and reports on

them live. The invention can thus present to users data showing exactly what is happening on

the transmission medium as it is happening. By updating the data live, the invention allows

the user to have current data without having to remember to request updates.

Another feature of the present invention is the extensive support for storage of

whatever data is needed by the user. Live information does not provide a picture of the

commimications medium because current data does not show trends, allow planning for

upgrades, or show results of changes. Proper storage of historical data, such as in a relational

database, permits fast retrieval of data when necessary for such tasks.

a. Third Party Information

Collecting data is not always enough, however, because all the data needed for a report

may not be readily available from the network. For example, while the present invention can

provide users with views of live network activity, it can not provide views of account records

for the people using the network. Open interfaces into and out of the system for Third Party

access allows users can integrate data from any other source or sources and analyze the entire

data set as one.

For example, the user can begin with high-level summaries through intelligent report

design. If they choose to, the users can then go beyond the summaries into the raw numbers.

-DOCID: <WO. _9811702A1_L>
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Users may also view infonnation which helps them understand how the numbers relate to
others. The present invention provides an interactive "data exploration" model in which a user
navigates through the infomtat.on instead of being overwhelmed by it. This "data exploration"
feature leverages the World Wide Web, so there's no retraining or new interfaces to learn

In addition, making both live and historical data available provides a mechanism for
addmg new information from Third Parties ,o the relational database. An Application
Programs Interface (API) is used for programming new Java applets. The Java applets provide
mteractive visualization and assists the user in receiving new information.

Although the system is designed for efficiency, it can also be ported to other platfom^s
because it is designed modularly and layered to provide easy integration among the various
layers. Making the system modular and layered isolates the machine-dependem pans from the
rest of the components. At the user interface, for example, everything is constructed so it runs
on many platforms without porting.

The system-level software may advantageously be written using the C language The
application-level software may advantageously be written in C and Perl, and the interactive
visualization software may be written in Java.

D. Other Considerations

1
. Encryption

One possible limitation arises when those sending messages use encryption to prevent
eavesdropping. Because the analysis system according to the present invention relies on
access to the unenciypted traffic to perfomi analysis, encryption prevents the systems from
gettmg detailed information about the transaction from the network.

Encryption does not totally frustrate use of this invention, however, because even
encrypted messages, however, the analysis system can get basic transaction information such
as the fact that a request was made, a response was sent and acknowledged (or aborted), when
these events occurred, and the parties involved.

Because the present invemion can also get transaction information from other sources
a system monitoring and analyzing a web server can integrate the collected data with a log fill
generated by the web server. n.e correlation of these two data sets can result in powerful
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analysis unavailable from regular log file analysis. For example, all the transaction timing

information is still available, as well as download times, and the percentage of traffic that is or

is not encrypted.

Furthermore, the data may be decrypted at the firewall or another access point on

virtual private networks. Doing so provides the full benefits of the invention.

2. SNMP

The present invention is not a full-fledged network management system. Rather, it is

designed specifically for high-level, live and historical network analysis. Thus, it does not

have its own SNMP MIB (Simple Network Management Protocol Management Information

Base, an Internet standard for managing network components) or management interface, other

than what HTML and the published protocols provide. For administrators wishing to be

notified when certain thresholds are crossed, however, a custom proxy agent could be

developed to request the information from the system and feed it into the appropriate

management system. Also, because web servers may support the emerging Web Server MIB,

the preferred embodiment of the present invention also has a component that collects

information from the web server using SNMP and integrates it into the database.

V. CONCLUSION

The present invention obtains the advantages of live data reporting and providing tools

for accurate and in-depth analysis of data and network traffic by capturing data on the wire and

looking at the data portions of messages. This invention also allows reports that efficiently

and accurately summarize and communicate analyses.

Other embodiments of the invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art from

consideration of the specification and practice of the disclosed embodiments. The

specification and examples are exemplary only, and the true scope and spirit of the invention is

defined by the following claims and their equivalents.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1
.

A method of analyzing traffic on a network carrying packets of information, each
packet including a data portion and a header portion with the header portion containing routing
and packet identification information, and the method comprising the steps, executed by an
analyzer system, of:

examining the header portions of the packets to select packets of desired types;

determining protocols for the desired packets;

extracting information from the data portions of the packets according to the

determined protocols; and

analyzing the extracted information.

2. The method of claim 1 fiirther including the step of

generating a report based on the analyzed extracted information showing selected

characteristics ofnetwork traffic.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein the step of generating a report further includes the

substep of

updating the report as information is extracted to provide live reporting of the network
traffic on the network.

4. The method of claim 2 wherein the substep of generating a report further includes the

substep of

sending the report to a receiver application on the network.

5. The method of claim 2 wherein the substep of generating a report ftirther includes the

substep of

sending the report to another analyzer system.
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6. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of analyzing the extracted information includes

the substep of

analyzing the extracted information as the information is extracted to provide live

reporting of network traffic.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the network is the world wide web, and

wherein the step of examining the header portions includes the substep of

selecting web packets.
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8. A mett,od of a^lyzing „affi. „„ a network canning packets of infom,a.i„„, each
packet .nCuding a data porton a.d a header ponion with .he header portion containing routing
and packet identification infonnation, the ntethod comprising the steps, executed by an
analyzer system, of:

examining the header portions of the packets to select packets of desired types;
determining protocols for the desired packets;

extracting information from the data portions of the packets according to the
determined protocols;

receiving auxiliary infonnation; and

analyzing the extracted infonnation and the auxiliary infonnation.

9. The method of claim 8 wherein the step of receiving auxiliary infonnation includes the
substep of

extracting the auxiliary infonnation from the header portions of the corresponding
packets.

10. The method ofclaim 8 whetein the step of receiving auxiliary infonnation includes the
substep of

receiving the auxiUary infonnation from a source external to the analyzer system.

11. The method of claim 10 wherein the step of receiving auxiliary infonnation from an
external source includes the substep of

receiving the auxiliary infonnation from an external database system.

12. A method of measuring the activity of a network participant on a network carrying
packets of infonnation, each packet including a data ponion and a header portion, the header
portion containing routing and packet identification infonnation. and the method comprising
the steps, executed by an analyzer system, of:

intercepting packets on the network involving the network participant;
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examining the header portions of the packets to select packets of desired types;

determining protocols for the desired packets;

extracting information regarding the network participant from the data portions of the

packets according to the determined protocols; and

analyzing the extracted information.

The method of claim 12, wherein the network participant is a user, and

wherein the step of extracting information includes the substep of

extracting information about messages sent by that user to a selected site on the

network.

14. The method of claim 12, wherein the network participant is a server, and

wherein the step of extracting information includes the substep of

extracting information about messages sent to or from the server.

15. The method of claim 12, further including the step of

receiving auxiliary information; and

wherein the step of analyzing the extracted information includes the step of

analyzing the extracted information with the auxiliary information,

16. The method of claim 12 further including the step of

generating a report based on the analyzed extracted infomiation showing selected

characteristics of network traffic,

17. The method of claim 1 6 wherein the step of generating a report further includes the

substep of

updating the report as information is extracted to provide live reporting of the network

traffic on the network.
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1 8. The method of claim 1 6 wherein the substep of generating a report fiirther includes the

substep of

sending the report to a receiver application on the network.

1 9. The method of claim 1 6 wherein the substep of generating a report further includes the

substep of

sending the report to another analyzer system.

20. The method of claim 1 2 wherein the step of analyzing the extracted information

includes the substep of

analyzing the extracted information as the information is extracted to provide live

reporting of network traffic.
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21. A method of measuring the activity of a network participant on a network carrying

packets of information, each packet including a data portion and a header portion, the header

portion containing routing and packet identification information, and the method comprising

the steps, executed by an analyzer system, of:

intercepting packets on the network involving the network participant;

examining the header portions of the packets to select packets of desired types;

determining protocols for the desired packets;

extracting information regarding the network participant from the data portions of the

packets according to the determined protocols;

collecting usage information about of an application on a processor on the network; and

analyzing the extracted information and the usage information.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the network participant is a user, and

wherein the step of extracting information includes the substep of

extracting information about messages sent by that user to a selected site on the

network.

23. The method of claim 21, wherein the network participant is a server, and

wherein the step of extracting information includes the substep of

extracting information about messages sent to or from the server.

24 The method of claim 21, further including the step of

receiving auxiliary information; and

wherein the step of analyzing the extracted information includes the step of

analyzing the extracted information with the auxiliary information.

25. The method of claim 21 further including the step of

generating a report based on the analyzed extracted information showing selected

characteristics of network traffic.
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26. The method of claim 25 wherein the step of generating a report further includes the

substep of

updating the report as information is extracted to provide live reporting of the netowrk

traffic on the network.

27. The method of claim 25 wherein the substep of generating a report further includes the

substep of

sending the report to a receiver application on the network.

28. The method of claim 25 wherein the substep of generating a report further includes the

substep of

sending the report to another analyzer system.

29. The method of claim 21 wherein the step of analyzing the extracted information

includes the substep of

analyzing the extracted information as the information is extracted to provide live

reporting of network traffic.
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30. A method, executed by an analyzer system, of analyzing world wide web packets

having a header portion and a data portion, comprising the steps of:

examining header portions of the packets;

selecting packets of desired types based on the header portions;

extracting information from the selected packets based on information from header

portions; and

analyzing the extracted information to report on world wide web packet traffic.

3 1 . The method of claim 30, wherein the step of analyzing the extracted information

includes the substep of

analyzing the extracted information as it is extracted.

32. The method of claim 30, wherein the analyzing step includes the substep of:

combining the extracted information with previously extracted information.

33. The method of claim 30, wherein the analyzing step includes the substep of:

combining the extracted information with third-party information.

34. The method of claim 30 further including the step of

generating a rep)ort based on the analyzed extracted information showing selected

characteristics of network traffic,

35. The method of claim 34 wherein the step of generating a report fiirther includes the

substep of

updating the report as information is extracted to provide live reporting of the network

traffic on the network.

36. The method of claim 34 wherein the substep of generating a report further includes the

substep of
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sending the report to a receiver application on the network.

37. The method of claim 34 wherein the substep of generating a report further includes the

substep of

sending the report to another analyzer system.

38. The method of claim 34 wherein the step of analyzing the extracted information

includes the substep of

analyzing the extracted information as the information is extracted to provide live

reporting of network traffic; and

wherein the substep of generating a report further includes the substep of

updating the report live.

39. The method of claim 34 wherein the substep of generating a report further includes the

substep of

receiving inputs from a user to design the report.

40. A system for analyzing traffic on a network carrying packets of information, each
packet including a data portion and a header portion with the header portion containing routing

and packet identification information, tiie system comprising:

means for examining the header portions of tiie packets to select packets of desired
types;

means for determining protocols for the desired packets;

means for extracting information from the data portions of the packets according to the

determined protocols; and

means for analyzing the extracted information.

41. The system ofclaim 40 wherein tiie traffic analyzed is the traffic related to a selected

server on the network; and
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wherein the system resides on a communications path coupled to the selected server.

42. The system of claim 41 wherein the communications path carries all network traffic

into and out of the selected server.

43. The system of claim 41 wherein the communications path is in parallel with the

selected server.

44. The system of claim 40 wherein the traffic analyzed relates to a selected server on the

network; and

wherein the system resides in the selected server.

45. The system of claim 40, wherein the means for analyzing the extracted information

includes

means for temporarily storing the extracted information.

46. The system of claim 45, wherein the means for analyzing the extracted information

includes

a database, coupled to the means for temporarily storing, to provide longer term storage

of the extracted information.

47. The system of claim 46, wherein the means for for analyzing the extracted information

includes

means, coupled to the database, for storing auxiliary information with the extracted

information.

48. The system of claim 40, further including

means, coupled to the analysing means, for generating a report including the analyzed

information.
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49. The system of claim 48, wherein the means for generating a report includes

means for updating the report as information is extracted to provide a live report.

50. A network carrying packets of information, each packet including a data portion and a

header portion, the header portion containing routing and packet identification information and
the network comprising:

a server providing network functions; and

a network analyzer system including

means for examining the header portions of the packets to select packets of

desired types;

means for determining protocols for the desired packets;

means for extracting information from the data portions of the packets

according to the determined protocols; and

means for analyzing the extracted information to report on the traffic on the

network.

51. The network of claim 50, wherein the network analyzer system resides on a

communications path coupled to the selected server.

52. The system of claim 5 1 wherein the communications path carries all network traffic

into and out of the server.

53. The system of claim 52 wherein the communications is in parallel with the selected

server.

54. The system of claim 5 1 wherein the network analyzer system resides in the selected

server.
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55. The system of claim 50, wherein the means for analyzing the extracted information

includes

means for temporarily storing the extracted information.

56. The system of claim 55, wherein the means for for analyzing the extracted information

includes

a database, coupled to the means for temporarily storing, to provide longer term storage

of the extracted information,

57. The system of claim 56, wherein the means for for analyzing the extracted information

includes

means, coupled to the database, for storing auxiHary information with the extracted

information.

58. The system of claim 50 further including

means, coupled to the analyzing means, for generating a report including the analyzed

information.

59. The system of claim 58, wherein the means for generating a report includes

means for updating the report as information is extracted to provide a live report.
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60. A system for analyzing traffic on a network carrying packets of infonnation, each
packet including a data portion and a header portion with the header portion containing routing

and packet identification information, the system including

a packet handler for receiving the packets from a network interface and examining the

header portions of the packets to select packets of desired types; and

an analyzer engine, coupled to the packet handler, for extracting and segregating

information from the data portions of the packets according to predetermined protocols.

6 1
.

The system of claim 60 further including

a report processor, coupled to the analyzer engine, for generating predetennined reports

from the extracted information.

The system of claim 60 wherein the analyzer engine includes

a historical processor for storing previously extracted information.

The system of claim 60 wherein the packet handler includes

a packet grabber to copy ofeach packet received from the network interface.

The system of claim 63 wherein the packet grabber includes

means for sending the original packet to the network interface.

The system of claim 60 wherein the packet handler includes

a packet engine to determine the type of the packet.

The system of claim 65, wherein the packet engine includes

means for determining whether to select the packet based on the packet type.

The system of claim 65, wherein the packet engine includes

means for determining whether to send the packet outside the system.
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68. The system of claim 60 wherein the packet handler includes

a state table to track the status of transactions on the network.

69. The system of claim 69, wherein the packets are part of transactions, and

wherein the state table includes

means for keeping track of transactions that have not completed.
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Y MAIHIS pi; WINDOWED PING: AN IP LAYER 7

PERFORMANCE DIAGNOSTIC
rnMDIlTCD MCTlJADt'C AMA TCAXI C\/CTC"MCtUnrUitK NEIWUKnS AND IbUN SYSlENb,
vol. ci ^ no, J, 1 DecemDer 1994,
pages 449-459, XP000483277
see abstract
see paragraph 3.1. - paragraph 3.2.
see figures 1,2

A 2,16,25,
34.48,
58,61

Y US 5 351 243 A (KALKUNTE RAMESH S ET AL) 10
27 September 1994
see column 1, line 12 - column 2, line 23
see column 3, line 3 - column 5, line 2

see column 10, line 3 - column 11, line 9

see column 12, line 38 - column 13, line
37
see column 25, line 16 - column 26, line
34
see column 30, line 53 - column 31, line
42

A 2,3,6,
16 17

20,25,
26,29,
31,34,
35 , 38

,

48,49,
58,59,61

Y BURDICK H J: "CONTINUOUS MONITORING OF 63
REMOTE NETWORKS: THE RMON MIB
HEWLETT-PACKARD JOURNAL,
vol. 44, no. 2, 1 April 1993,
pages 82-89, XP0G0360816
see abstract
see page 85, right-hand column, line 8 -

page 88, right-hand column, line 4
A
A 2,16,25,

34,48,
58,61,64

A EP 0 332 286 A (HEWLETT PACKARD CO) 13 1,2,8,
September 1989 12,16,

21,25,
30 34
39,40,
48,50,
58,60,61

see abstract
see page 2, line 4 - line 44
see page 3, line 31 - page 5, line 39

-/--

Fonn PCT/tSA/310 (confrruation of second shMt) (Jtiy 199?)
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P.Y US 5 572 533 A ( SUNADA KAZUHIRO ET AL) 5
November 1996
see column 2, line 8 - column 4, line 67
see column 5, line 43 - column 8, line 36

PATENT ABSTRACTS OF JAPAN
vol. 096, no. 009, 30 September 1996
& JP 08 116334 A (FUJITSU LTD), 7 May
1996,
see abstract

SUNIL 8HAT: "THE NETWORK ADVISOR ANALYSIS
AND REAL-TIME ENVIRONMENT"
HEWLETT-PACKARD JOURNAL,
vol. 43, no. 5, 1 October 1992,
pages 29-33, XP000349771
see page 29, left-hand column, line 1 -

right-hand column, line 33
see page 31, right-hand column, line 13 -

line 38

4,5,10,
11,18,19

I, 2,

8-10,12,
14-16,

21,23,
30-34,

36,37,
40,50,
60-63

4,5,10,
II, 18,19

1,2,
8-10,12,
14-16,

21,23,
30-34

.

36,37.
40,50,
60-63

13,14,
22,23

2,3,6,
12.16,
17,20,
21,25,
26,29,
31,34,
35,38.
48,49.
58,59,61

1

Foim PCT/ISACIO {cemorwtfoo ct ««cor«d sh*«t) (Juiy ie92>

.^OCID: <WO 9811702A1_(_>
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EP 0 478 175 A (HEWLETT PACKARD CO) 1

April 1992

see column 2, line 13 - column 4, line 46
see column 6, line 24 - column 10, line 48

US 5 535 193 A (ZHANG JING
1996

ET AL) 9 July

see column 1, line 13 - line 62
see column 3, line 62 - column 5, line 60

MOGUL J C: "NETWORK LOCALITY AT THE SCALE
OF PROCESSES"
PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE ON
COMMUNICATIONS ARCHITECTURES AND PROTOCOLS
(SIGCOMM). ZURICH, SEPT. 3-6, 1991,
vol. 21. 3 September 1991, ASSOCIATION FOR
COMPUTING MACHINERY,
pages 273-284, XP000301959
see paragraph 1. - paragraph 3.4.
see paragraph 5.

see tables 5-1

-/--

7,13,14,
22,23.
30-32,

41,44.
50,51,
54,68,69

1.2.8,
12,16,
21,25,
33-35,
39-44

,

48,
51-54,

58,60,61

4.5,18,
19,27,
28,63,64

2.3,6.7,
16.20,
25.26.
29.31.
34,35,
38,48,
49.58.
59,61

7.41,50,
51,55-59

2,14,16.
23.25.
34,42.
43.48.
52.54,
58.61

Potm PCT/1SA/210 (conttruanon ot sacono stiMi) (Ji^ issz)
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US 5 101 402 A (CHIU DAH-MING ET AL) 31
March 1992

see column 3, line 4 - column 12, line 6

EP 0 477 448 A (HEWLETT PACKARD CO) 1
April 1992

see the whole document

-/--

Relovant lo claim No.

1-3,6,8.
9,12,
15-17,

20.21,
24-26.
29,40,
45-49,
60-62

,

64-66

4.5,7,
10,11,
13,14,
18,19,
22,23
30-32,
34.35.
37,38.
41,44.
50,51,
54-59,
63,64.
67-69
22.23,
27-29,
33,36.
39.43.
46,47.
52.53.
56,57.67

4,5,7,
18,19.
27,28.
30-32.
34,35,
37,38.
41,67

2,16,25.
33,39.
42,43,
48,58,61

F^rni PCT/ISAdO (condnusflcjn ol Mcond stmti (Jitf leoe)

-OCiD: <WO 98n702Al_L>
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